We follow the notation of [3J. In addition let W be a subgroup of G. We We have the following basic facts.
Lemma 1. Let A be an abelian group acted upon by (a) . 
The following is a variant of a well-known result.
Lemma 2. Le/ <y,, co , ■ ■ ■ , co, be a complete set of nonzero algebraic conjugates over the rational numbers â and suppose that |oj .| < 1 for all i.
Moreover, suppose there exist nonzero algebraic integers c , c , • • • , c and an infinite subset S C A such that c xús is an algebraic integer for all i <_ t and s £ S. Then the co '.S are all roots of unity.
• (ii) // A is torsion free, then poly A / ( 1 ).
(iii) // A is torsion free and A = poly A, then nilp A f (1). Finally a^-ai is invariant under ff and ff acts in a one-to-one manner.
Since a ^ai is finite we see that ff maps this group onto itself so a '-cr' is also invariant under o~ . Thus (a)^a' = a ^a' is finite.
(ii) This is essentially the fact that a torsion free nilpotent group can be ordered. TTaf yCT? =0.
=0
Thus aky= 77^ (ay~!)y is ff-nilpotent. [3] implies that there exists g £ Supp ß, g / 1 such that g 'has order a power of p.
Clearly, g £ //-Quot a and on centralizes g £ N*. The result follows.
We can now obtain our main results. If W is a subgroup of G we let \/W= \x £ G\ xn £ W for some integer n > 1 ¡.
Observe that yW need not be a subgroup of G even if G is assumed to be solvable. 
